Thiopental (TPL) is a commonly used barbiturate anesthetic. Its binding with human serum albumin (HSA) was studied to explore the anesthetic-induced protein dysfunction. The basic binding interaction was studied by UV-absorption and fluorescence spectroscopy. An increase in the binding affinity (K) and in the number of binding sites (n) with the increasing albumin concentration was observed. The interaction was conformation-dependent and the highest for the F isomer of HSA, which implicates its slow elimination. The mode of binding was characterized using various thermodynamic parameters. Domain II of HSA was found to possess a high affinity binding site for TPL. The effect of micro-metal ions on the binding affinity was also investigated. The molecular distance, r, between donor (HSA) and acceptor (TPL) was estimated by fluorescence resonance energy transfer (FRET). Correlation between the stability of the TPL-N and TPL-F complexes and drug distribution is discussed. The structural changes in the protein investigated by circular dichroism (CD) and Fourier transform infrared (FT-IR) spectroscopy reflect perturbation of the albumin molecule and provide an explanation for the heterogeneity of action of this anesthetic.
INTRoDUCTIoN
Anesthetic agents have been administered to humans for more than 150 years to provide anesthesia for surgical operations, but their influence on biochemical or physiological processes and the molecular nature of the interactions underlying the functional effect are still poorly understood. Thiopental (TPL), an intravenous barbiturate anesthetic ( Fig. 1) , is used frequently by anesthesiologists prior to surgery and other invasive medical procedures. In addition to its pharmacological action spectra, TPL is known to exhibit varied effects, e.g. it increases pulmonary inflammation (Giraud et al., 1998) , affects bilegenic functions of liver (Skarlosh, 1974) , causes drowsiness in the newborn baby as the drug passes into breast milk; its increased toxicity with higher dose administration has also been reviewed (Krier et al., 1984; Schalen et al., 1992) . Human serum albumin (HSA, 66.5 kDa) is the most abundant protein in the blood serum with a concentration of about 0.63 mM. It is a single polypeptide chain of 585 amino acids (Dugiaczyk et al., 1982) with a largely helical (≈ 57%) triple-domain structure that assembles to form a heart-shaped molecule. Other mammalian albumins are highly homologous with human albumin, all of which contain 17 disulfide bridges. HSA considerably contributes to colloid osmotic blood pressure and participates in the transport and distribution of many molecules and metabolites (Peters, 1996) . It S. N. Khan and others has been shown that the distribution, free concentration and the metabolism of various drugs can be significantly altered as a result of their binding to HSA (Kragh-Hansen, 1981) . In studying the interaction of drugs and proteins, fluorescence techniques are commonly used because of their high sensitivity, rapidity and ease of implementation. FT-IR, a powerful technique for the study of hydrogen bonding, has recently become very popular for structural characterization of proteins. For secondary-structure analysis of protein, circular dichroism (CD) spectroscopy is a technique used most frequently. Several reports have been published studying the interaction of proteins with drugs by fluorescence technique (Tian et al., 2003; Sereikaite et al., 2006; Khan et al., 2007) , FT-IR (Neault et al., 1998) and CD spectroscopy (Chamouard et al., 1985) but no such data characterizing the mechanism of binding HSA with TPL and the accompanied structural alteration is available. The above methods have advantages over conventional approaches such as affinity and size exclusion chromatography, equilibrium dialysis, ultrafiltration and ultracentrifugation, which suffer from a lack of sensitivity, long analysis time, or both, and use protein concentrations far in excess of the dissociation constant for the drug-protein complex (Epps et al., 1999) .
ExPERImENTAL materials
Human serum albumin (HSA) of 99% purity was obtained from Sigma Chemical Company (St. Louis, USA). Thiopental (sodium thiopentone) was purchased from Ranbaxy (India). The solutions of TPL and HSA were prepared in 10 mM phosphate buffer of pH 7.4. HSA solutions were prepared based on its relative molecular mass of 66 500. Salts of different metals, phosphate, acetate, glycine and urea were purchased from Merck (India). The protein concentration was determined spectrophotometrically using the absorption coefficient of 36 500 M -1 cm -1 at 280 nm (Painter et al., 1998) . All other materials were of analytical reagent grade and double distilled water was used throughout.
Apparatus
The absorbance spectra were recorded on a double beam Shimadzu UV-Vis spectrophotometer UV-1700 using a cuvette of 1 cm path length. Fluorescence measurements were performed on a spectrofluorimeter Model RF-5301PC (Shimadzu, Japan) equipped with a 150 W Xenon lamp and a slit width of 10 nm. A 1.00 cm quartz cell was used for measurements. The CD measurements were made on a JASCO-J-820 spectropolarimeter (Tokyo, Japan) using a 0.1 cm cell at 0.2 nm intervals, with three scans averaged for each CD spectrum in the range of 200-350 nm. FT-IR measurements were made at room temperature on a Nicolet Nexus 670 FT-IR spectrometer (USA) equipped with a germanium attenuated total reflection (ATR) accessory, a DTGS KBr detector and a KBr beam splitter.
Procedures
UV measurements. The UV measurements of HSA in the presence and absence of TPL were made in the range of 200-300 nm and HSA concentration was fixed at 12 μM while the drug concentration was varied from 12 to 48 μM.
Drug-protein interactions. The HSA concentration was fixed at 3 μM unless mentioned otherwise and the drug concentration was varied from 3 to 30 μM. Fluorescence spectra were recorded at three temperatures (298, 308 and 318 K) in the range of 300-400 nm upon excitation at 280 nm. To evaluate the effect of ionic environment on interaction the ionic strength was maintained with NaCl at 100, 200 or 400 mM. In substrate-dependent binding the three protein concentrations taken were 3, 6 and 9 μΜ.
Conformation-dependent interaction. Human serum albumin exits in different conformational states as the N, B, F and I forms (Ahmad et al., 2006) . The N, B, F and I conformations were prepared by mixing 20 μl of HSA monomer stock solution (250 μM) with 980 μl of pH 7 (60 mM phosphate), pH 9 (10 mM glycine/NaOH), pH 3.5 (10 mM acetate) buffers and 10 M urea was added as per the required concentration. The existence of different isomers in the experimental preparations was con- Fourier transform infrared (FT-IR) spectroscopy. All spectra were taken via the attenuated total Interaction of anesthetic supplement thiopental with human serum albumin reflection (ATR) method with resolution of 4 cm -1 and 60 scans. Spectra processing procedure: spectra of buffer and protein solution were collected at the same conditions. Then, buffer spectrum is subtracted from the spectra of sample solution to get the FT-IR spectra of proteins. The subtraction criterion was that the original spectrum of protein solution between 2200 and 1800 cm -1 was without any important feature (featureless) (Surewicz et al., 1993) .
Circular dichroism (CD) measurements. The CD measurements of HSA in the presence and absence of TPL were made in the range of 200-300 nm using a 0.1 cm cell at 0.2 nm intervals with three scans averaged for each CD spectrum. A 150 μM stock solution of each form of HSA was prepared in 10 mM phosphate buffer. The molar ratios of HSA to drug concentration were 1:10, 1:11, 1:12 and 1:14.
Energy transfer between TPL and protein. The absorbance spectrum of TPL (3 μM) was recorded in the range of 300-400 nm. The emission spectrum of HSA (3 μM) was also recorded in the range of 300-400 nm. The overlap of the UV absorbance spectrum of TPL with the fluorescence emission spectrum of the protein was used to calculate the energy transfer.
Effects of some divalent ions. Fluorescence spectra of TPL-HSA were recorded in the presence and absence of various ions, viz., Cu 2+ , Fe 3+ , Ni 2+ , Zn 2+ , Mn 2+ and Ca 2+ and in the range of 300-400 nm upon excitation at 280 nm. The concentration of HSA was fixed at 3 μM and that of the common ion was maintained at 10 μM.
REsULTs AND DIsCUssIoN

UV-Vis absorbance studies
The interaction between TPL-HSA was studied from the UV-Vis absorbance spectral data (Fig. 2) . The UV absorbance intensity of HSA increased with the increasing TPL concentration. The addition of the drug results in a distinct shift of the TPL-HSA spectrum toward longer wavelength (red shift). These results clearly indicated an interaction and some complex formation between TPL and HSA Cui et al., 2004) .
Binding of TPL to HSA
Fluorescence measurements can give some information on the binding of small molecules to the protein, such as the binding mechanism, binding mode, binding constants, binding sites and intermolecular distances. Fluorescence intensity of a compound can be decreased by a variety of molecular interactions, viz., excited-state reactions, molecular rearrangements, energy transfer, ground state complex formation and collisional quenching. Such a decrease in intensity is called quenching. Fluorescence spectra of HSA in the presence of different amounts of TPL were recorded in the range of 300-400 nm upon excitation at 280 nm. TPL caused a concentration-dependent quenching of the intrinsic fluorescence of HSA ( Fig. 3 ) without changing the emission maximum and shape of the peaks. These results indicated that there were interactions between TPL and HSA and the binding resulted in a non-fluorescent complex. The fluorescence quenching data was analyzed by the Stern-Volmer equation:
(1)
where F 0 and F are the steady-state fluorescence intensities in the absence and presence of quencher, respectively, K SV the Stern-Volmer quenching constant and [Q] is the concentration of quencher (TPL). The values of K SV and R 2 (regression coefficient) are shown in Table 1 . The pattern of the
(Stern-Volmer) plots for HSA (Fig. 4) revealed the quenching type, may be static or dynamic, since the characteristic Stern-Volmer plot of combined quenching (both static and dynamic) is an upward curve (as in the Fig. 4 ). Stern-Volmer plot, however, does not define per se the quenching type in the present study, and an additional information is required for this determination. One way to distinguish dynamic from static quenching is to examine the temperature effect on the interaction of the drug with HSA. The K SV values decrease with an increase in temperature for static quenching, but the reverse effect will be observed for dynamic quenching. The results of the present study indicate that the probable quenching mechanism of fluorescence of HSA by TPL is static quenching. The mechanism of quenching was further confirmed from the values of quenching rate constants, Kq, which are evaluated using the equation:
where τ 0 is the average lifetime of the protein without the quencher. Various values of fluorescence lifetime for HSA have been reported but the average fluorescence lifetime used was about 5 ns (Gelamo et al., 2002) and hence the values of Kq were of the order of 10 11 L · mol -1 · s -1 (Table 1) , which is greater then the maximum scatter collision quenching constant Kq (2 × 10 10 L · mol -1 · s -1 ) for various quenchers with a biopolymer. This implies that the quenching is initiated by the formation of a complex (Ware, 1962) .
Analysis of binding equilibria
When small molecules bind independently to a set of equivalent sites on a macromolecule, the equilibrium between free and bound molecules is given by the equation (Feng et al., 1998; Gao et al., 2004) :
where K and n are the binding constant and the number of binding sites, respectively. Thus, the plot of log (F 0 -F)/F versus log [Q] can be used to determine K as well as n. The values of K were found to be (2.52 ± 0.021) × 10 3 , (2.20 ± 0.042) × 10 3 and (1.74 ± 0.056) × 10 3 M -1 for HSA at 298, 308 and 318 K, respectively. The values of n were (0.86 ± 0.02), (0.86 ± 0.06) and (0.82 ± 0.04), respectively, at 298, 308 and 318 K. It was found that the binding constant decreased with an increase in temperature, resulting in the destabilization of the TPL-HSA complex. Meanwhile, from the data of n it may be inferred that there is one independent class of binding sites on HSA for TPL.
Substrate-dependent binding
It was observed that the binding increased with the increasing concentration of albumin (sub- strate) at fixed TPL (ligand) molar ratios. The quenching effect increases with the higher concentration of albumin (Fig. 5) , resulting in an increase in the magnitude of binding affinity and binding capacity of this interaction (Table 2 ). This confirms the strengthening of binding forces governing the reaction. This could be explained by the fact that each albumin molecule represents a large lipophilic or at least hydrophobic area for the lipophilic TPL, which provides a better site for localization of TPL molecules.
Our study suggests that even a single dose of the drug can cause pronounced alteration in physico-chemical properties of bound protein.
Conformation-dependent binding
The transition of serum albumin from N to B and B to F led to a change in its conformational state. Figure 6 shows pronounced quenching in the F-form compared to other two forms. This difference in fluorescence quenching/TPL binding pattern here could be attributed to a change in protein conformation. This may be due to a close exposure of the drug to its binding site due to unfolding and breakage of interdomain bridges in the protein. Conformation-dependent reduction in binding parameters has also been described previously for warfarin (Wilting et al., 1980) .
Correlation of conformation with drug distribution
Binding in the serum can influence drug distribution in the body and the magnitude of the effect will depend on the strength of K a and on the dose of the drug (Ryan et al., 2004) . The stability of the complex in acidic conditions is of immense physiological relevance in view of its elimination and excretion. The complex of TPL with the F-conformation of HSA is much stronger than those with the other, N and B, forms as indicated by the association constants (Table 3 ). The increase in the binding affinities with conformational transition of HSA may strongly affect both the dose-response relationship and the rate of drug elimination (Borga & Borga, 1997 Ryan et al., 2004 . The dose response relationship and the rate of drug elimination depend on the fraction of free drug (α f ) in the body, and the fraction of total drug present in the free form [D f ] depends on K (1/ K dis ) for a given drug concentration according to the following equation (Martin et al., 1965) .
Where [P t ] is total protein concentration and K dis is dissociation constant. A strongly bound drug at low concentration is concentrated mainly in the blood plasma component. There is a dose range within which a small increase in the dose results in a relatively large increase in the amount of unbound drug.
At the plasma concentration of HSA (6.7 × 10 -4 M), the fraction of free TPL was calculated according to Eqn. 5 and was found to be about 71% higher for the N isomer as compared to the F isomer.
pH dependence of K ascribed to conformational changes of HSA Whether the pH dependence of the binding affinity K resides in the ionic state of TPL or the protein molecule remains an interesting point. The extent of ionization of TPL (Fig. 1) (NH, pK= 8.63) was determined according to Henderson-Hasselbalch: where α is the extent of protonation and pK is the extent of ionization. Using this equation, the following equations were derived which describe the extent of ionization of ionizing groups of TPL at pH 3.5, 7 and 9.
pH 3.5 pH = pK -5.13 approx. 100% -NH 2 + pH 7.0 pH = pK -1.63 approx. 99% -NH 2 + pH 9.0 pH = pK + 0.37 approx. 30% -NH 2 + Based on these, the ionic state of TPL at different pH values was determined, and it can be noted that TPL has an almost equal positive charge at pH 3.5 and 7.0. The increase in the magnitude of K at acidic pH and not at neutral pH indicated that the origin of the pH dependence of K resided mainly in the protein molecule. This could be clearly explained with the help of the conformational differences at these pH.
Binding site of TPL on domain II
The acid-and urea-induced unfolding pathway was employed to locate the binding site (Ahmad et al., 2006) for TPL on HSA. HSA undergoes the N→F and N→I transitions induced by the acidic pH between 7.0-3.5 and the urea concentration in the range of 4.8-5.2 M, respectively (Chmelik & Kalous, 1982; Khan, 1986 ). The F isomer, which predominates at pH 3.5, is characterized by unfolding and separation of domain III, and isomer I is characterized by unfolding of domain III and partial but significant loss of native conformation of domain I. Domain II is known to be unaffected by either N→ F or N→I transitions. Hence, no effect in the number of binding sites (approx. 0.81) of these conformational states compared to native (Table 3) is suggestive of the location of the binding sites for TPL on domain II. The increase in the binding affinity and almost the same number of binding capacity in the F form indicates a better availability of the binding site due to unfolding of domain III. The small decrease in the (n) value may be due to a loss of inter domain interactions which stabilizes the protein domain structure.
Types of interaction force between HSA and TPL
Considering the dependence of the binding constant on temperature, a thermodynamic process was considered to be responsible for this interaction. Therefore, the thermodynamic parameters dependent on temperature were analyzed in order to further characterize the forces acting between TPL and HSA. The forces acting between a small molecule and a macromolecule mainly include hydrogen bonds, van der Waals forces, electrostatic forces and hydrophobic interaction forces. The thermodynamic parameters, enthalpy change (ΔH˚), entropy change (ΔS˚) and free energy change (ΔG˚) are the main evidence to determine the binding mode. The thermodynamic parameters were evaluated using the following equations:
where K and R are the binding constant and gas constant, respectively. The results obtained are shown in Table 1 . The positive entropy change occurs because the water molecules that are arranged in an orderly fashion around the ligand and protein acquire a more random configuration as a result of hydrophobic interactions. A negative ΔH˚ value is observed whenever there is hydrogen bonding in the binding (Ross & Subramanian, 1981; Rahman et al., 1993) . The negative ΔH˚ and positive ΔS˚ values in the case of TPL, therefore, show that both hydrogen bonds and hydrophobic interactions play a role in the binding of TPL to HSA (Aki & Yamamoto, 1989; Seedher et al., 1999) . This is in agreement with the insignificant effect due of functional group ionization on binding (charged species).
Structure-ascribed synchronous fluorescence
Intrinsic fluorescence of HSA was studied to evaluate tertiary structure changes induced as a result of the interaction between TPL and HSA. Synchronous mode of fluorescence spectroscopy in- 
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troduced by Llody (1971) , was applied to infer the conformational changes of the protein due to this binding reaction. Simultaneous scanning of excitation and the emission wavelengths with a fixed wavelength difference between them was done. It gives information about the change in the molecular environment of the protein due to ligand binding. It provides several advantages over other modes like spectral simplification, reduction in spectral noise and spectral area. According to Miller (1979) , the characteristic information of tryptophan residue is obtained when Δλ difference is maintained at 60 nm. Figure 7 shows that addition of TPL results in strong fluorescence diminution of tryptophan with the maximum emission wavelength at 338-332 nm.
As suggested earlier, the maximum emission wavelength (λ max ) at 330-332 indicated that tryptophan residues are located in a nonpolar region, i.e. they are buried in a hydrophobic pocket in HAS, and λ max at 350-352 nm shows that tryptophan residues are exposed to water, that is, the hydrophobic cavity in HSA is exposed due to disagglomeration of HSA domains. Figure 7 suggests that TPL mainly bound to the hydrophobic regions of HSA, which is in accordance with the results from the binding mode.
FT-IR measurements
Additional evidence regarding the TPL-HSA complexations comes from FT-IR spectroscopy results obtained for drug-protein complexes. Infrared spectra of proteins exhibit a number of so-called amide bands which represent different vibrations of the peptide moiety. Of all the amide modes of the peptide group, the single most widely used one in studies of protein secondary structure is amide I. This vibration mode originates from the C=O stretching vibration of the amide group (coupled to the inphase bending of the N-H bond and the stretching of the C-N bond) and gives rise to infrared bands in the region between approx. 1600 and 1700 cm -1 FT-IR spectra and difference spectra of HSA in aqueous solution (a) FT-IR spectrum of HSA; (b) FT-IR difference spectrum of HSA obtained by subtracting the spectrum of the TPL+ buffer from that of the TPL-bound form in the region of 1800-1400 cm -1 at physiological pH (HSA, 3.0 μM; TPL, 6.0 μM). (Surewicz et al., 1993) . The protein amide bands have a relationship with the secondary structure of protein, and amide I band is more sensitive to the change of protein secondary structure than amide II . Figure 8 shows the FT-IR spectra of free and TPL-bound form of HSA with its difference absorbance spectrum. The spectrum in Fig. 8a was obtained by subtracting the absorbance of phosphate buffer from the spectrum of protein solution. The difference spectrum shown in Fig. 8b was obtained by subtracting the spectrum of TPL+ buffer from that of the TPL-bound HSA. The evident peak shift of amide I band from 1642.60 to 1654.01 cm -1 and the appearance of new peaks in Fig. 8b indicate that the secondary structure of HSA is changed when TPL is added.
Circular dichroism studies
.In this work, the molar ratios of 1:10, 1:11, 1:12 and 1:14 for HSA/TPL were used to prepare sample for CD measurements. Each sample contained fixed concentration of protein (6 μM) with varied drug concentration. The CD spectra of HSA in the absence (line a) and presence (lines b to e) of TPL are shown in Fig. 9 . The CD spectra of HSA exhibited two negative bands in the UV region at 208 and 220 nm, characteristic of an α-helical structure of protein . The CD results were expressed in terms of mean residual ellipticity (MRE) in deg · cm 2 · dmol -1 according to the following equation:
Where [θ] is mean residual ellipticity, Cp is the molar concentration of the protein, n the number of amino-acid residues and l is the path length. The instrument was installed with software based on Yang equation (Chen et al., 1971) to calculate the secondary structure content in the protein. The CD spectrum of native HSA alone showed very neat peaks at 208 and 222 nm, which are negative in Fig. 9 . Addition of TPL resulted in drastic reduction in ellipticity (curve b), which further reduces on addition of the TPL ( Fig. 9 ; curve c, d and e). The change in ellipticity is accompanied by a decrease in both α-helix and β-sheet structures (Table 4) illustrating the change in the secondary structure of HSA. It is important to note that saturable binding of some anesthetics to HSA induces alterations in the structure and function of this protein. However, competitive binding displayed by different ligands may result from allosteric effects, whereby binding of ligand A at a certain site causes a conformational change in the protein so that binding of ligand B at a different site is altered (Miles et al., 1962) .
Energy transfer between TPL and protein
The spectral studies suggested that HSA forms a complex with TPL. HSA has a single tryptophan residue . The distance r between Trp-214 in HSA and the bound TPL could be determined using fluorescence resonance energy transfer (FRET) (Jiaquin et al., 2003) . Generally, FRET occurs whenever the emission spectrum of a fluorophore
[θ]
Cpnl × 10 = observed CD (mdeg) Interaction of anesthetic supplement thiopental with human serum albumin (donor) overlaps the absorbance spectrum of another molecule (acceptor). The overlap of the UV absorbance spectrum of TPL with the fluorescence emission spectra of HSA is shown in Fig. 10 . The distance between the donor and acceptor and extent of spectral overlaps determines the extent of energy transfer. The distance between the donor and acceptor can be calculated according to Förster's theory (Förster & Sinanoglu, 1996) . The efficiency of energy transfer, E, is calculated using the equation:
where F and F 0 are the fluorescence intensities of HSA in the presence and absence of TPL, r is the distance between acceptor and donor, and R 0 is the critical distance when the transfer efficiency is 50%.
where k 2 is the spatial orientation factor of the dipole, η the refractive index of the medium, Φ the fluorescence quantum yield of the donor and J is the overlap integral of the fluorescence emission spectrum of the donor and the absorbance spectrum of the acceptor. J is given by equation:
where F(λ) is the fluorescence intensity of the fluorescent donor at wavelength, λ, and ε(λ) is the molar absorption coefficient of the acceptor at wavelength, λ. In the present case, k 2 = 2/3, N = 1.336 and Φ = 0.118 for HSA (Epps et al., 1999) . From Eqns. (9) to (11), we were able to calculate that J = 2.3 × 10 -15 cm 3 L mol -1 , R 0 = 1.92 nm, E = 0.24 and r = 2.32 nm for HSA. The donor-to-acceptor distance, r < 8 nm (Valeur & Brochon, 1999) , indicated that the energy transfer from HSA to TPL occurs with high possibility. Larger HSA-TPL distance (r) to that of critical distance (R 0 ), also reveals the presence of static type quenching mechanism (Valeur & Brochon, 1999; He et al., 2005) .
The effect of ions on the binding constant of TPLprotein
In plasma, there are some metal ions which can affect the reactions of drugs with serum albumins. The effects of common ions, viz., Cu 2+ , Fe 3+ , Ni 2+ , Zn 2+ , Mn 2+ and Ca 2+ on the binding constants of the TPL-HSA system were investigated at 298 K by recording the fluorescence intensity in the range of 300-400 nm upon excitation at 280 nm. As evident from Table 5 , the presence of metal ions increased the basic binding constants (K) to (K'), showing an increased persistence of TPL in the blood and so its effects, which may lead to the need for dose reduction of TPL to achieve the desired therapeutic effect Pang et al., 2005) . K'/K signifies the fold increase in the binding constant.
CoNCLUsIoN
TPL is a common intravenously administered barbiturate anesthetic and its interaction with serum albumin is of prime significance. The interaction was investigated by UV-visible, fluorescence, FT-IR and CD spectroscopic techniques. The UV-visible spectroscopy reveals a red-shift which is indicative of TPL binding with HSA. The fluorescence spectroscopy revealed a complex formation at 1:1 concentration of TPL and HSA at physiological pH. The interaction was linearly dependent on HSA concentration. The TPL binding was also found to be conformation-dependent and the highest association constant was observed for the F-isomer of HSA. The TPL-binding pockets were found to be located on domain-II of the protein. The static type of quenching is indicative of a complex formation between the protein and the drug molecule. Drug interactions will in most cases significantly affect the apparent distribution volume of the drugs and also affect the elimination rate and determine the therapeutic affectivity of drugs. At the plasma concentration of HSA the fraction of free drug was found to be 71% more for N isomer than F isomer. The binding is mediated mainly by hydrogen bonding and hydrophobic interaction. The perturbation of protein secondary structure on TPL binding is suggestive of anesthetic induced protein dysfunction. 
